
Gletcher
Russian Artisanal Brewery



In the very beginning we simply craved for a good beer. Then we 

decided to brew it. But we wanted to make it in a quite ambitious way, 

to satisfy both beer amateurs and beer geeks.

Head Brewer Anora
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Brew tasty beers since 2011, located in a quiet
agricultural Moscow satellite city Klin.

Our portfolio consists of classic European styles such as 
lager, pils, hefeweizen, blanche, rouge, pale ale and IPA. 
As well as some seasonal, aged and twisted craft beers.

Facts about Gletcher

We use only imported raw materials, English and German
malts and grains; American and European hops and a
local water from artesian well, filtered with reverse
osmosis and mineralized.

Brewery is equipped with machinery from world top
suppliers, such as Krones and Paul Mueller. Some of our
beers are marked with Vegan society sign.

Among our partners are a variety of HoReCa outlets as
well as grocery chains, such as Auchan, Metro C&C,
Selgros C&C, Norfa, Globus, Billa and others. We export
to EU, Latin America, Asia and CIS countries and are
interested in further development of export activities.
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4Seasonal, time to time range*

Gletcher with 
Maisel & Friends

Specials Specials Collaborations 

Alpha 2018 
Barley Wine

Extra Virgin 
Pale Ale

Eclipse
Black Weizen IPA

Beer Insiders 
Oatmeal Stout

Fox Hops
Single hop IPA

Ketchup
Tomato Gose

TANJ
DIPA w. tangerine Juice

Yammy Jammy
Milkshake IPA w. Banana

IPA
w. mango Juice

Pumpkin Ale
w. cinnamon & apples

Wild Barrel
Oak barrel aged ale

Saison
Farmhouse ale

Dream
Fruit ale w. cherry juice

Gletcher with 
Labeerint Brewery

Newspepper
Chilly Peach IPA
Chilly Mango IPA

Gletcher with 
Hoganas Bryggeri

Rauchbier

Gletcher with 
Martin Heuser

Summertime
Sour ale w. gooseberry

*Seasonal range is constantly replenished with new beers. All seasonal beers can be brewed on demand.



5Basic range*

Nut Butter  

Brown Ale

Gletcher with
Shepherd Neame

Collaborations and specials

Milk of Amnesia 
Milkshake IPA 
w. Tropic Juices

Gletcher with 
Anarchy Brew Co. 

Regular

Ausweis
Hefeweizen

Avalanche
Nitrolager

Friday Avenue
APA

European Styles US & British Styles Belgian Styles

*Basic range is available all year round.

Heidegger
Hell

Blue Monkey 
Blanche

Rouge 
De Fleur

Bowler 
IPA

Iron Woods,
Underground

Dry Stouts

Underground
English bitter

Alcohol Free

Brainstorm

APA Alcohol Free



European Styles

Avalanche
OG: 12 | ABV: 5% | IBU: 18 | Style: Nitrolager

Avalanche nitro lager perfectly combines

traditional, classic taste and modern technology of

nitrogen saturation. Light malts from Avangard-

malz and "DINGEMANS" are responsible for the

aroma and taste of the beer, American Nugget and

Slovenian hops Aurora Super Styrian and Bobek

complete the aroma bouquet.

Ausweis
OG: 13,0% | ABV: 5,2% | IBU: 15 | Style: Wheat beer

Brewed in full accordance with tradition, Ausweis is

a great example of classic German Hefeweizen

style. Grains for Ausweis originate from the

heartland of German brewing, combined with

Slovenian hops they make a perfect composition of

velvety body and refreshing tropical aftertaste with

hints of banana.
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Beer is brewed as an original Munich lager, a true 

classic with its clear and bright gold sparkling 

hue, crowned by a pure whitehead. Beer which 

always goes down well: mild, elegant malts, with 

a hint of sweetness and a soft hint of hops in the 

background. Just try it!

Heidegger Hell
OG: 11,7% | ABV: 4,7% | IBU: 24 | Style: Lager Helles



US & British Styles

Underground Ale
OG: 11,8% | ABV: 4,7% | IBU: 30 | Style: English bitter

Underground is a classic English pale ale or bitter.

Bitters are traditional London hallmarks as well as

pubs and underground. Beer with amazing amber

hue, rich malty taste, with resinous and caramel

notes, that finishes with a refreshing delicate

hoppy dryness.

Bowler Indian Pale Ale
OG: 13,5% | ABV: 6,1% | IBU: 70 | Style: IPA

If you want more than just ale, try Bowler IPA. Beer is 

dry hopped with American hops Chinook, Simcoe, 

Citra and Amarillo. As a result, you get a marvelous 

aroma of tropic fruits, citruses and flowers with pines 

finish. Traditional malty sweetness ends with a dry 

hoppy bitterness on the palate, champion ale!

Iron Woods Stout
OG: 11% | ABV: 4,8% | IBU: 35 | Style: Dry Stout

Taste of Iron Woods is full of breed and character 

that condensed in its name. Combination of caramel 

and chocolate malts made perfect job to deliver 

exquisite stout taste with hints of chocolate, coffee 

and licorice that ends with background notes of 

dried fruits. A perfect balance!
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Friday Avenue American Pale Ale
OG: 11,7% | ABV: 4,7% | IBU: 24 | Style: American Pale Ale

Beer is brewed with special malt, and we let it to

take enough time to “brew” properly. Due to

American hops Friday has quite an exciting taste

with a slight but noble bitterness and doubtlessly

deserves its nick - a Friday night party starter!

Undergroud Stout
OG: 11% | ABV: 4% | IBU: 25 | | Style: Dry Stout



Belgian Styles

Blue Monkey
OG: 11,0% | ABV: 4,0% | IBU: 7 | Style: Blanche

White wheat beer “Witbier or Blanche” emerged in

Belgium many centuries ago. Coriander and orange

zest are traditional spices used by Belgian Brewers;

we follow this tradition as they enrich bouquet of

delicious light but flavorful taste of our wheat beer

with elegant spicy notes. Follow the Blue Monkey!

Rouge de Fleur
OG: 11,5% | ABV: 3,8% | Style: Rouge

Belgium brewers were pioneers in mixing beer with

fruits that’s how Kriekenbier or “cherry beer” in

Flemish, style was born. We spent weeks learning

their secrets, and perfecting fruit bouquet of Rouge

de Fleur. It starts with fresh waves of cherry aroma

followed by sparkling crispy taste with cherry

sweetness and bitter hints of cherry pits in the end.
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Nut Butter

We started learning secrets of brown 

ale style with one of the oldest British 

Breweries Shepherd Neame (ENG). As 

a result, we did our best to create one, 

not without an author’s touch of course. 

It was quite a challenge to make a 

sweet hazelnut flavor of completely 

natural profile, but we managed and 

we’re proud of our creation. 

Beer welcomes you with nutty-brown 

color and slight haziness. Caramel and 

hazelnut aromas are followed by nut-

chocolate taste with a slight hoppy 

bitterness and traditional for classic 

brown ales creamy-caramel profile. 

Aftertaste is drier that you may expect 

with hoppy bitterness, hints of hazelnut 

and chocolate sweetness. 

Bright nutty notes in Nut Butter comes 

from a sophisticated mixture of malts 

and hops. Basic malt in Nut Butter is 

German pale ale with addition of 

Munich malt. To complete taste profile 

we used Cristal, Medium, Brown and 

Black malts as well as Golden Naked 

Oat (crystal malt germinated from a 

bare grain oat, that enrich beer with 

nutty and caramel flavors) supplied by 

Simpsons malt house (UK). As an icing 

on a cake we added a pinch of Fuggle

Fagl hop for floral and forest notes.

Taste English classics with a bright 

nutty twist from Gletcher brewery.

Collaboration with  
Shepherd Neame
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OG: 14% | ABV: 5,5% | IBU: 10 | Style: Brown Ale



Milk of Amnesia v. Tropic

After 2018 triumphal launch of Milk

of Amnesia w. Tropic Juices, we

decided to add it to our basic

portfolio. Beer keeps on booming

with rebellious spirit infused by our

friends from Anarchy Brew Co.

(UK), as we mixed juices of

pineapple, mango and passion fruit,

spiced up with additional lactose

touch. Rich fruity base resulted in

full-bodied round taste with moderate

sweetness and fruitiness.

Fruity and citrusy aroma as well as

dry but zingy aftertaste comes from

Magnum, Columbus, Pekko and

Comet hops.

Currently beer gaining points and

hitting tops of charts, so we invite

you to enjoy your glass of “Milky

Amnesia”.

Collaboration with 
Anarchy Brew  Co. 
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OG: 14,3% | ABV: 5,5% | IBU: 35 | Style: Milkshake IPA w. Tropic Juices



Brainstorm APA

Brainstorm APA is a perfect refresher, with full-bodied malty taste with light 

caramel sweetness and sharp hoppy aroma. To provide beer with maximum 

expression, we used German malt and American hops. Beer is easy to drink and 

suitable for all occasions when traditional beers are not quite fit in. Brainstorm 

probably is the best choice if one wants to combine perfect taste of American pale 

ale with active lifestyle!

ABV: 0,5% | Style: APA Alcohol Free
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330 ml.



Vessels, Shelf life

Basic Export Range NO* YES YES 

Seasonal brews NO* YES NO*

Collabs NO* YES NO*

0,33L
Glass Bottle

0,5L
Glass Bottle

20L PET Keg
Coupler “A”

*Available on preorder basis.
Any beer could be pre ordered in any of the available vessels, depending on volume of order.
All Gletcher beers in all vessels have at least 365 days of shelf life. Storage temp is: +5/+25C°.
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Logistics data, MOQ
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Minimum order quantity for FCA conditions is one pallet (could be mixed). Warehouse in Moscow Russia.
Minimum order quantity for CIF delivery is one 20’container.

0,33L
Glass Bottle 0,5L

Glass Bottle
20L PET Keg
Coupler “A”

Units / Weight kg. Units / Weight kg. Units / Weight kg.
Case 12 / 7,95 12 / 9,4 1 / 21
Pallet 1020 / 695,75 816 / 659,2 24 / 524
Trailer 29580 / 20176,75 24480 / 19776 672 / 14672
Container 20’ 11220 / 7653,25 8976 / 7251,2 264 / 5764
Container 40’ 23460 / 16002,25 19584 / 15820,8 576 / 12576



We look forward to share a pint 
with you

141613 Tereshkova street 1 build.  
2, Klin, Moscow region, Russia.

Head of Export Patrice Traore
Tel: +7 925 005 27 58
E-mail: patrice@svamgroup.ru

@gletcher_brewery

facebook.com/gletcherbrewery

vk.com/gletcherbrewery

mailto:info@svamgroup.ru
https://www.instagram.com/gletcher_brewery/
https://www.facebook.com/gletcherbrewery
https://vk.com/gletcherbrewery

